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Mathematics

Dance– moving in different ways using a



numbers of nests.

variety of stimuli.
Multi-skills-learning about games play and





Listening to a range of stories– responding,
re-telling, acting, discussing and questioning.



Rhyming stories/identifying rhyming words.



Responding to ‘What if?’ questions.



Asking and responding to questions.

Books
Tyrannosaurus Drip, Mad about Dinosaurs, Harry



Funky Fingers skill development.

Chinese New Year

The religious value of



More/less/place value and estimating dinosaurs.

celebrations and traditions.

Friendship



Number bonds to 10, doubling and halving.



Reasoning-explaining mathematical operations.

Who’s that roaring?
Literacy



Comparing and describing dinosaurs.



Finding information out about different
dinosaurs and creating our own fact sheets

Personal, Social and Emotional Development

Responding to ‘What if?’ questions.



Discussing and accepting differences, likes
and dislikes.



extinction.




Understanding the World


Caring for living things and the environment.



Learning about Volcanoes.



Animal and Dinosaur identification and facts..



ICT– 2 Publish, 2 Graph.



Clicker 7—to create dinosaur sentences.

about them.

Expressive Arts and Design

Creating alternative endings to dinosaur





Writing dinosaur facts on the computer.



Using non-fiction books.

Snack skills
Tasting meats/vegetables, Dinosaur biscuits,

Observational drawings of dinosaurs, and then adding
texture.

stories.

Look at how we can care for/help
endangered animals today and avoid

Dinosaur take away!
Favourite dinosaur surveys.

T-Rex in town?, Non-fiction books about






and the Bucketful of Dinosaurs, What if there’s a

Caring for Dinosaur eggs.

2D and 3D shape….create Shape dinosaur pictures.

RE

What’s inside my egg writing.





British Values



Dinosaurs.

Ordering and measuring dinosaur
footprints.

using a variety of games equipment.

Communication and Language

Sharing eggs between different



Drawing what might be inside our ‘special eggs’.



Constructing an interactive wall display of a dinosaur
world.



Handprint dinosaur pictures.



Dinosaur skin printing.

Discuss Chinese New Year and Chinese New

fruit and vegetable dinosaurs, flapjack and



Making fossils.

Year traditions.

Chinese banquet tasting.



Salt dough Volcanoes.

